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Abstract
We study the almost sure asymptotic behaviour of decreasing stepsized stochastic algorithms
used for the search of zeros of a function. We prove a law of the iterated logarithm, which
gives the almost sure convergence rate of the algorithm, and we establish a quadratic strong law
of large numbers. c© 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We consider a stochastic algorithm of the form
Zn+1 =Zn + n[h(Zn) + rn+1] + nn+1; (1)
where the function h is dened on Rd and is Rd-valued, the disturbances (rn) and (n)
are two sequences of d-dimensional random vectors, dened on a probability space
(
;A; P), adapted to a ltration F=(Fn)n>0 and Z0 is F0-measurable; the gains
(n) and (n) are two nonrandom strictly positive sequences, decreasing to zero, withP
n=+1 and
P
2n<+1.
Such an algorithm is quite general, since it includes the algorithms of Robbins{
Monro and Kiefer{Wolfowitz, as well as algorithms with Markovian disturbances (an
overview of these algorithms can be found in Duo, 1996).
Let z be a zero of h and set  (z)= fZn! zg; many criteria ensure that
P[ (z)]= 1 (that is, the almost sure convergence of (Zn) to z) or that P[ (z)]>0
(see among many others Benveniste et al., 1990; Duo, 1996; Ljung et al., 1992; and
Kushner and Clark, 1978).
In the case P[ (z)]= 1, the asymptotic behaviour of (Zn) has been widely studied.
In particular, the sequence (Zn) is known to fulll:
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 Central limit theorems (Benveniste et al., 1990; Ljung et al., 1992; Kushner and
Clark, 1978; Nevelson and Has’minskii, 1973);
 Invariance principles (Mark, 1982; Berger, 1986; Pechtl, 1993);
 Laws of the iterated logarithm (Lai and Robbins, 1978; Gaposhkin and Krasulina,
1974; Ruppert, 1982; Le Breton and Novikov, 1993; 1994; 1995 and, in a slightly
dierent framework, Heunis, 1994);
 Quadratic strong laws of large numbers (Le Breton and Novikov, 1993; 1994; 1995).
In the case P[ (z)]>0, the asymptotic property that (Zn) is known to fulll, is
the following conditional central limit theorem proved under some local assumptions
given in Section 2 below (see Duo, 1996 or Pelletier, 1998): if P[ (z)]>0, then
given  (z); Tn=
r
n
2n
(Zn − z) ) N(0; ); (2)
where ) denotes the convergence in distribution and  is a positive-denite matrix.
(The sentence (2) means that the asymptotic conditional distribution of Tn with respect
to  (z) is N(0; )).
Property (2) gives the weak convergence rate of the algorithm (1) conditionally on
 (z); the main objective of the present paper is to give its almost sure asymptotic
behaviour on the event  (z), the probability of  (z) being not necessarily equal to 1.
Our rst aim is to establish a law of the iterated logarithm, which gives the almost
sure convergence rate of the algorithm on  (z). We prove that, almost surely on
 (z),r
n
2n ln (
Pn
k=1 k)
kZn − zk6;
where  is a deterministic constant. Moreover, we show the following result. Let
H =Dh(z) be the dierential of h at the point z and w2Rd an eigenvector of HT,
then, almost surely on  (z),
lim sup
r
n
2n ln (
Pn
k=1 k)
〈
w; Zn − z

=−lim inf
r
n
2n ln (
Pn
k=1 k)
〈
w; Zn − z

=
p
2wTw; (3)
where  is the covariance matrix in Eq. (2).
In the particular case P[ (z)]= 1, Lai and Robbins (1978), Gaposhkin and Kra-
sulina (1974) and Ruppert (1982) have obtained a law of the iterated logarithm similar
to Eq. (3), but only for unidimensional algorithms. Le Breton and Novikov (1993, 1994,
1995) have considered the multidimensional case; however, they have obtained a less
precise upper bound than ours (except when d=1) and have assumed the function h
to be linear.
Our second aim is to establish a quadratic strong law of large numbers. We prove
that, almost surely on  (z),
lim
n!1
1Pn
k=1 k
nX
k=1
2k
2k
(Zk − z)(Zk − z)T = (4)
where  is again the covariance matrix in Eq. (2).
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Moreover, we show that this property is still true when z is replaced by its strongly
consistent estimator Zn=(1=n)
Pn
k=1 Zk . More precisely, we prove that the estimatorbn of , dened by
bn= 1Pn
k=1 k
nX
k=1
2k
2k
(Zk − Zn)(Zk − Zn)T
is strongly consistent on  (z).
These results extend previous works of Le Breton and Novikov (1993; 1994; 1995),
who have considered the case h linear and P[ (z)]= 1.
In the particular case n= n (which includes the well-known Robbins{Monro algo-
rithm), it is interesting to note that the quadratic strong law of large numbers provides
signicant information on the almost sure convergence rate of algorithm (1). As a
matter of fact, when n= n= 0=n, with 0 large enough, Eq. (4) is equivalent to
lim
n!1
1
ln n
nX
k=1
(Zk − z)(Zk − z)T = 0
and, when n= n= 0=n; 12<<1, Eq. (4) is equivalent to
lim
n!1
1− 
n1−
nX
k=1
(Zk − z)(Zk − z)T = 0:
Therefore, the rst choice of gains is better since it not only ensures the optimal weak
convergence rate in Eq. (2), as well as the optimal almost sure convergence rate in
Eq. (3), but it also minimizes the sum of the square dierences between Zk and the
parameter z to be estimated.
Our assumptions and main results are precisely stated in Section 2, whereas
Section 3 is devoted to the proofs.
2. Assumptions and main results
First, we detail the required assumptions on the algorithm dened by Eq. (1).
Assumptions (A1) about the function h. There exist a>1 and a neighbourhood U of
z, such that for all z, in U,
h(z)=H (z − z) + O(kz − zka);
where the matrix H is stable (i.e. the real parts of the eigenvalues of H are strictly
negative).
Throughout this paper, we shall denote by −L the largest real part of the eigenvalues
of H .
Assumptions (A2) about the gains. There exist two decreasing positive functions 
and , dened over [0;+1[, such that n= (n) and n= (n) for all integer n. Let
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us dene the function v by v(t)= (t)=2(t) and set  2]0; 1]. The gains are either of
type (1; ) or of type (; );
 Gains of type (1; ):
(i) For t>1; (t)= 0=t with 0>=(2L);
(ii) For t>1; (t)= 0=
p
t1+ with 0>0.
 Gains of type (; ):
(i) The function  is dierentiable and its dierential 0 varies regularly with exponent
(−1− ), where 12<<1.
(ii) The function v is increasing with v(1)=1, dierentiable and its dierential v0
varies regularly with exponent  − 1.
We set = =(20) for the gains of type (1; ), and =0 for the gains of type (; ).
Assumptions (A3) about the disturbances. (i) There exist M>0 and b>2 such that
almost surely
E(n+1jFn)1fkZn−zk6Mg=0;
sup
n>0
[E(kn+1kbjFn)1fkZn−zk6Mg]<1:
(ii) There exists a nonrandom symmetric positive-denite matrix C such that
limn!1 Cn=C a.s. on  (z
), where Cn=E(n+1Tn+1jFn).
(iii)
rn+1 =O(kZn − zka) + r(1)n+1 with kr(1)n+1k1fkZn−zk6Mg=O([v(n)]−1=2):
Comments on the assumptions. (a) Assumptions (A1){(A3) are local. Thus, the results
claimed below can be applied as soon as P[ (z)]>0, and whatever the behaviour
of (Zn) outside of  (z) may be. In particular, they apply to projected or truncated
algorithms in the context studied by Chen et al. (1988) or Kushner and Clark (1978).
(b) For the usual gain:8><>:
n=
0
n
with 0>0;
n=
0p
n+
with 0>0 and 0<61;
assumption (A2) is fullled
 either if 12<<1, the gains being then of type (; ),
 or if =1 and <2L0, the gains being then of type (1; ).
(c) As mentioned in the introduction, algorithm (1) includes several cases.
The function h can either be known (and then rn=0; (n) is an articially introduced
noise, for instance, a sequence of independent identically distributed random vectors)
or observable only together with a disturbance.
When rn=0 and n= n, (1) is the Robbins{Monro algorithm; our assumptions are
then fullled for instance by the gains
n= n=
0
n
with

1
2
<<1 and 0>0

or with (=1 and 2L0>1) :
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The Kiefer{Wolfowitz algorithm corresponds to the case h=−rV , where the func-
tion V :Rd!R is observable only together with a noise. This algorithm can be writ-
ten as Eq. (1) with n= 0=n; 12<61, and n= n
n; 0<<=2. Since (n2rn+1) is
known to converge a.s. on  (z) towards a deterministic, usually nonzero constant,
assumption (A3)(iii) requires >=6. Thus, our assumptions are fullled for example
by the gains8>><>>:
n=
0
n
; n= nn; 0>0;

6
6<

2
;
1
2
<<1

or (=1 and 2L0>1− 2) : (5)
(d) Finally, let us note that the \residual" term (rn) in Eq. (1) enables the study
of algorithms with small Markovian disturbances; see Benveniste et al. (1990) for
examples of such algorithms and Duo (1996) for the way Markovian disturbances
algorithms can be rewritten as Eq. (1).
Our rst result is the following law of the iterated logarithm.
Theorem 1 (Law of the iterated logarithm). We assume that (A1){(A3) hold. Under
the additional assumption >2=b; we have:
1. Almost surely on  (z);
lim sup
s
v(n)
ln(sn)
kZn − zk6;
where  is a deterministic constant and sn=
Pn
k=1 k .
2. If w 2 Rd is an eigenvector of HT; then, almost surely on  (z);
lim sup
s
v(n)
ln(sn)
〈
w; Zn − z

= − lim inf
s
v(n)
ln(sn)
〈
w; Zn − z

=
p
2wTw;
where
=
Z +1
0
[es(H+I)Ces(H
T+I)] ds: (6)
Remarks and examples. (a) It is known that =
R +1
0 [e
s(H+I)Ce s(H
T+I)] ds is the
solution of the Lyapunov equation
(H + I)+ (HT + I)=−C (7)
(see Duo, 1996).
(b) The additional assumption >2=b is fullled when the gains are of type (1; ).
It is also satised for the gains of type (; ) as soon as the disturbance (n) has a
bounded conditional moment of order 4 (i.e. as soon as b>4).
(c) If H is a diagonalizable matrix, = k[P]−1k
p
2tr(PP), where P is a matrix
whose columns are the eigenvectors of HT and tr(:) denotes the trace.
(d) In the case of the Robbins{Monro algorithm, it is better to choose the gains
of type (1; ), n=(0=n)(= n) { with 0 large enough { instead of the gains of
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type (; ); n= 0=n; 12<<1. As a matter of fact, Theorem 1 ensures that, for any
eigenvector w 2 Rd of HT, we have then, a.s. on  (z),
lim sup
r
n
ln(ln n)
〈
w; Zn − z

=−lim inf
r
n
ln(ln n)
〈
w; Zn − z

=
p
20wTw
instead of
lim sup
r
n
ln n
〈
w; Zn − z

=−lim inf
r
n
ln n
〈
w; Zn − z

=
p
2(1− )0wTw
and the a.s. convergence rate of the algorithm is thus greater for the rst type of gains.
(e) In the case of the Kiefer{Wolfowitz algorithm, we have, for any eigenvector
w2Rd of HT, a.s. on  (z),
lim sup
s
n1−2
ln(ln n)
〈
w; Zn − z

=−lim inf
s
n1−2
ln(ln n)
〈
w; Zn − z

=
p
20wTw;
when the gains n= 0=n and the corresponding n are chosen, and
lim sup
r
n−2
ln n
〈
w; Zn− z

=−lim inf
r
n−2
ln n
〈
w; Zn− z

=
p
2(1− )0wTw;
when the gains n= 0=n; <1; and the corresponding n are used. Since n2(Zn−z)
is known to converge a.s. on  (z) towards a nonzero constant when the parameter
 in Eq. (5) is chosen such that 0<<=6, the optimal almost sure convergence rate
(
p
ln(ln n)=n1=3) is thus obtained for the gains of type (1; ) again, that is, in this case,
for the gains n= 0=n; 0>1=(3L), and n= n1=6n.
The following upper bound of (Zn − z) is not as accurate as the result given in
Theorem 1, but it is fullled under less restrictive conditions, since we do not assume
>2=b any more.
Theorem 2 (Almost sure upper bound of (Zn−z) on  (z)). We assume (A1){(A3)
and the additional condition >2(1− )=b. Then, for all  such that >1=b, almost
surely on  (z),
kZn − zk=O([v(n)]−1=2sn):
Remark. The assumption >2(1− )=b is fullled as soon as = , thus, as soon as
n= n for any integer n.
For the quadratic strong law of large numbers, we need the following additional
assumption.
Assumption (A4). We assume one of the two following conditions:
(A4.a) >2=b and there exists >=2 such that
kr(1)n+1k1fkZn−zk6Mg=O(n−):
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(A4.b)
6
2
b
; >
2(a+ 1)(1− )
(a− 1)b
and there exists >=2 + (1− )=b such that
kr(1)n+1k1fkZn−zk6Mg=O(n−):
We can now state our second main result.
Theorem 3 (Quadratic strong law of large numbers). Under assumptions (A1){(A4),
almost surely on  (z),
lim
n!1
1
sn
nX
k=1
kv(k)(Zk − z)(Zk − z)T =;
where  is given by Eq. (6).
Remark. Under assumptions (A1){(A4), we have the following conditional central
limit theorem:
given  (z); Tn=
p
v(n)(Zn − z))N(0; ) (8)
where  is given by Eq. (6) (Pelletier, 1998). Moreover, the quadratic strong law of
large numbers can be clearly rewritten as: a.s. on  (z),
lim
n!1
1
sn
nX
k=1
k [
p
v(k)(Zk − z)][
p
v(k)(Zk − z)]T =:
Thus, the quadratic strong law of large numbers ensures that the average of the TkTTk ,
weighted by k (for example the logarithmic average when k = 0=k), converges almost
surely to the covariance of the asymptotic distribution of Eq. (8).
In the case of the Kiefer{Wolfowitz algorithm, assumption (A4) requires that the
parameter  in Eq. (5) satises >=6. Consequently, we failed in proving a quadratic
strong law of large numbers when = =6, and thus when the gains n= 0=n and
n= n1=6n, which ensure the optimal convergence rate of the algorithm, are chosen.
This is not surprising since, in this case,
p
v(n)(Zn− z) is known to converge weakly
to a N(m;) distribution, where m is a deterministic, usually nonzero constant.
The following corollary gives an estimator of the asymptotic covariance matrix .
We set Zn=(1=n)
Pn
k=1 Zk .
Corollary 1 (Strongly consistent estimator of the asymptotic covariance). Assume that
(A1){(A4) hold. Moreover, if the gains are of type (; ), assume that > 12 (1−+),
>(1− )=(a− 1) and, in the case 62=b, >[(1− )=(a− 1)](1 + 2a=b). Then
^n=
1
sn
nX
k=1
kv(k)(Zk − Zn)(Zk − Zn)T
is a strongly consistent estimator of  on  (z).
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Remark. The combination of Eq. (8) and Corollary 1 implies the following conditional
central limit theorem:
given  (z);
p
v(n)^
−1=2
n (Zn − z))N(0; I)
which can allow, for recursive estimators, the constructions of condence regions and
tests with a given asymptotic level.
3. Proofs
Before starting the proofs of the dierent results, let us rst introduce some notations
and denitions.
We shall say that a sequence (un) varies regularly with exponent b if un= u(n) for all
integer n, the function u varying regularly with exponent b. (Recall that the function
u varies regularly with exponent b if limt!1 [u(tx)=u(t)]= xb; see Feller (1968) or
Seneta (1976).)
We set G(s)=
R s
0 (t) dt.
Throughout the proofs, C denotes a generic constant and L a generic increasing
and slowly varying function.
Finally, we set
Mn+1 =
nX
k=1
e−skHkk+1; Ln+1 = esnHMn+1 and n+1 = (Zn+1 − z)− Ln+1:
In order to prove Theorems 1{3, we rst establish that the sequence (Ln) fullls a
law of the iterated logarithm and a quadratic strong law of large numbers. Then, we
show that (n), the dierence between (Ln) and (Zn− z), is \small enough" on  (z)
so that the properties obtained for (Ln) can be transferred to the sequence (Zn − z)
on  (z).
Let us rst show how we can strengthen assumptions (A3).
Note that in order to establish an almost sure property on  (z), it is sucient to
prove it almost surely on  N = (z) \ fsupn>N kZn − zk6Mg for any N such that
P( N ) 6=0.
Let  N;K be the set of the trajectories of  N such that, for a positive integer K ,
sup
n>N
E(kn+1kbjFn)6K and sup
n>N
(
p
v(n)kr(1)n+1k)6K:
Since  N equals [K N;K up to a negligible set, it is sucient to establish a prop-
erty almost surely on  N;K for each K such that P( N;K) 6=0, in order to prove it
on  N .
According to a technic often used by Lai and Wei (see Lai and Wei, 1983 for
instance), we modify algorithm (1), without changing it on  N;K , in order to have, a.s.
on the whole set 
,
E(n+1jFn)= 0; sup
n>N
E(kn+1kbjFn)6K and sup
n>N
(
p
v(n)kr(1)n+1k)6K: (9)
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To this end, we replace r(1)n+1 by ~r
(1)
n+1 = r
(1)
n+1:1f
p
v(n)kr(1)n+1k6Kg
; and n+1 by ~n+1 = n+11Bn
with
Bn= fE(n+1jFn)= 0 and E(kn+1kbjFn)6Kg:
From now on; we shall assume that these modications have been made. Moreover;
substituting (Zn) for (Z 0n)= (Zn+N ); we shall assume that Eq. (9) is fullled with
N =0; i.e. that the following condition holds: there exists K>0 such that; a.s. on 
;
E(n+1jFn)= 0; sup
n>0
E(kn+1kbjFn)6K and sup
n>0
(
p
v(n)kr(1)n+1k)6K:
In the same way, we can strenghten assumption (A4) and assume that
sup
n>0
(nk(1)n+1k)6K a:s: on 
:
We now state the three lemmas on which the proofs of Theorems 1{3 are based.
The rst and the second one are, respectively, the law of the iterated logarithm and
the quadratic strong law of large numbers for the sequence (Ln); the third one gives
an almost sure upper bound of n=(Zn − z)− Ln on  (z).
Lemma 1 (Law of the iterated logarithm for (Ln)). We assume (A1){(A3) hold.
1. If the additional assumption >2=b holds; then; almost surely;
lim sup
s
v(n)
ln(sn)
kLnk6; (10)
where  is a deterministic constant. Moreover; if w2Rd is an eigenvector of HT;
then; almost surely;
lim sup
s
v(n)
ln(sn)
hw; Lni = − lim inf
s
v(n)
ln(sn)
hw; Lni =
p
2wTw: (11)
2. Without additional assumption on ; we have; for all  such that >1=b,
kLnk=O([v(n)]−1=2sn) a:s: (12)
This lemma will be proved by applying a law of the iterated logarithm to the mar-
tingale (Mn); the proof of the rst part is based upon a result of Stout (1970), whereas
the proof of the second part upon a result of Wei (1985; 1987).
Lemma 2 (Quadratic strong law of large numbers for (Ln)). Under assumptions (A1){
(A3),
lim
n!1
1
sn
nX
k=1
kv(k)LkLTk = a:s:
A similar result is proved by Wei (1987) for regressive sequences.
Lemma 3 (Almost sure upper bound of (n) on  (z)). Assume that (A1){(A3) hold.
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(i) If the gains are of type (1; ); then; almost surely on  (z);
knk=O([v(n)]−1=2) (13)
and; under the additional assumption (A4),
9>0 such that knk=O([v(n)]−1=2n−): (14)
(ii) If the gains are of type (; ) with 2=b<<1; then; almost surely on  (z);
knk=O([v(n)]−1=2) (15)
and; under the additional assumption (A4),
knk=O
 
max
(
n
p
ln(sn)p
v(n)
;

ln(sn)
v(n)
a=2
; n−
)!
: (16)
(iii) If the gains are of type (; ) with 12<62=b; then 8>1=b; we have; almost
surely on  (z);
knk=O
 
max
(
nsnp
v(n)
;
san
[v(n)]a=2
; [v(n)]−1=2
)!
: (17)
and; under the additional assumption (A4),
knk=O
 
max
(
nsnp
v(n)
;
san
[v(n)]a=2
; n−
)!
: (18)
We shall apply several times the following technical lemma.
Lemma 4. Let b be a positive function dened on R+; decreasing on [t0;+1[ and
varying regularly with exponent (−); >0. We assume that (n) is a sequence
varying regularly with exponent (−); 0<<1; and we set sn=
Pn
k = 1 k . For >0;
lim
n!+1
e−sn
b(n)
"
nX
k=0
kesk b(k)
#
=
1

:
Our proofs are now organized as follows. Theorems 1 and 2 are proved in
Section 3.1, Theorem 3 in Section 3.2 and Corollary 1 in Section 3.3. Then
Lemmas 1{3 are established in Sections 3.4{3.6 respectively. Finally the technical
Lemma 4 is proved in Section 3.7.
3.1. Proof of Theorems 1 and 2
We have
Zn − z
[v(n)]−1=2
p
ln(sn)
=
Ln
[v(n)]−1=2
p
ln(sn)
+
n
[v(n)]−1=2
p
ln(sn)
with limn!1 sn=1; thus Theorem 1 is a straightforward consequence of the combi-
nation of Eqs. (10), (11) and Eqs. (13) or (15).
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Let us now prove Theorem 2. We have
Zn − z
[v(n)]−1=2sn
=
Ln
[v(n)]−1=2sn
+
n
[v(n)]−1=2sn
and, in view of Eqs. (12) and (17), for any  such that >1=b; we get, a.s. on  (z);
kZn − zk
[v(n)]−1=2sn
= O
 
max
(
1; n;
s(a−1)n
[v(n)](a−1)=2
;
1
sn
)!
= O
 
max
(
1;
s(a−1)n
[v(n)](a−1)=2
)!
;
since limn!1 n=0 and limn!1 s−n =0. The sequence (s
(a−1)
n [v(s)]−(a−1)=2) varies
regularly with exponent =(a− 1)[(1− )− =2]; clearly, <0 for any  such that
1=b<<=2[(1 − )]. It follows that kZn − zk=O([v(n)]−1=2sn) a.s. on  (z) for
any  such that 1=b<<=2[(1 − )], and thus for any  such that >1=b, which
concludes the proof of Theorem 2.
3.2. Proof of Theorem 3
Note that
1
sn
nX
k=1
kv(k)(Zk − z)(Zk − z)T = 1sn
nX
k=1
kv(k)LkLTk +
1
sn
nX
k=1
kv(k)kLTk
+
1
sn
nX
k=1
kv(k)LkTk +
1
sn
nX
k=1
kv(k)kTk :
In view of Lemma 2, Theorem 3 is proved by checking that, a.s. on  (z),
nX
k=1
kv(k)kLkk kkk=o(sn) and
nX
k=1
kv(k)kkk2 = o(sn)
with sn=
Pn
k=1 k ; since limn!1 sn =1, it is sucient to check that limk!1 v(k)kLkk
kkk=0 and limk!1 v(k)kkk2 = 0 a.s. on  (z).
The rst limit will be established by using the almost sure upper bounds of the
sequences (Ln) and (n) given in Lemmas 1 and 3, respectively. Since (n) is bounded
above almost surely on  (z) by a sequence, which goes to zero faster than the
sequence that bounds (Ln), the second limit is a straightforward consequence of the
rst one.
In order to check that limk!1 v(k)kLkk kkk=0 a.s. on  (z), we consider suc-
cessively the gains of type (1; ), the gains of type (; ) with >2=b and the gains
of type (; ) with 62=b.
Gains of type (1; ): According to Eqs. (10) and (14), there exists >0 such that,
v(k)kLkk kkk=O(
p
ln(sk)k−) a.s. on  (z); i.e. v(k)kLkk kkk=O(
p
ln(ln k)k−)
a.s. on  (z). It follows that limk!1 v(k)kLkk kkk=0 a.s. on  (z):
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Gains of type (; ); >2=b: In view of Eqs. (10) and (16), we have, a.s. on  (z),
v(k)kLkkkkk=O(maxfk ln(sk);[v(k)](1−a)=2[ln(sk)](1+a)=2; [v(k)]1=2
p
ln(sk)k−g):
Since the sequences (k ln(sk)); ([v(k)](1−a)=2[ln(sk)](1+a)=2) and ([v(k)]1=2
p
ln(sk)k−)
vary regularly with the respective strictly negative exponents −; (1−a)=2 and =2−,
we have limk!1 v(k)kLkk kkk=0 a.s. on  (z).
Gains of type (; ); 62=b: In view of Eqs. (12) and (18), we have, a.s. on  (z),
v(k)kLkk kkk=O(maxfks2k ; [v(k)](1−a)=2s(a+1)k ; [v(k)]1=2skk−g)
for any  such that >1=b.
Since >1=2, we have [2(1−)]−1>1=2>1=b. It follows from assumption (A4.b)
that
1
b
<min


2(1− ) ;
(a− 1)
2(a+ 1)(1− ) ;
2− 
2(1− )

:
Thus, we can choose  such that
1
b
<<min


2(1− ) ;
(a− 1)
2(a+ 1)(1− ) ;
2− 
2(1− )

:
The sequences (ks2k ); ([v(k)]
(1−a)=2s(a+1)k ) and ([v(k)]
1=2sk k
−) vary then regularly
with the respective strictly negative exponents −+2(1−); (1−a)=2+(a+1)(1−)
and =2 + (1− )− . It follows that limk!1 v(k)kLkkkkk=0 a.s. on  (z).
3.3. Proof of Corollary 1
In view of Theorem 3, Corollary 1 is proved by checking that, a.s. on  (z),
lim
n!1
"
^n − 1sn
nX
k=1
kv(k)(Zk − z)(Zk − z)T
#
=0;
i.e.,
lim
n!1
"
1
sn
nX
k=0
kv(k)( Zn − z)( Zn − z)T − 1sn
nX
k=0
kv(k)( Zn − z)(Zk − z)T
− 1
sn
nX
k=0
kv(k)(Zk − z)( Zn − z)T
#
=0:
We rst consider the case the gains are of type (1; ) and then the case the gains
are of type (; ).
Gains of type (1; ): According to Theorem 1, a.s. on  (z),
k Zn − zk=O
 
1
n
nX
k=1
s
ln(sk)
v(k)
!
=O
 r
ln(sn)
n
nX
k=1
k−=2
!
;
k Zn − zk=O
 s
ln(sn)
v(n)
!
: (19)
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Therefore, a.s. on  (z),
1
sn
nX
k=0
kv(k)k Zn − zk2 = O
 
1
sn
"
nX
k=1
k−1
#
ln(sn)
n
!
=O

ln(sn)
sn

and, in view of Theorem 1 and Eq. (19)
1
sn
nX
k=0
kv(k)kZk − zkk Zn − zk=O
 
1
sn
"
nX
k=1
k [v(k)]1=2
p
ln(sk)
#s
ln(sn)
v(n)
!
=O
 
1
sn
"
nX
k=0
k=2−1
#
ln(sn)
n=2
!
=O

ln(sn)
sn

:
Since limn!1 ln(sn)=sn=0, Corollary 1 is proved for this type of gains.
Gains of type (; ): We use the following almost sure upper bound of ( Zn − z)
on  (z) proved in Pelletier (1996b) (see also Pelletier (1996a) for the particular case
n= n).
Lemma 5. Under the assumptions of Corollary 1 and if the gains are of type (; );
then, almost surely on  (z);
k Zn − zk=O
 p
J (n) ln(ln n)
n
!
with J (s)=
R s
0((t)=(t))
2 dt:
It follows from Lemma 5 that, a.s. on  (z);
1
sn
nX
k=0
kv(k)k Zn − zk2 = O
 
1
sn
"
nX
k=0
kv(k)
#
J (n) ln(ln n)
n2
!
= o(1);
since the sequence 
1
sn
 
nX
k=0
kv(k)
!
J (n) ln(ln n)
n2
!
varies regularly with exponent
−(1− ) + (1− + ) + (1 + − )− 2=−(1− )<0:
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Now, set 2

1
b
;
1
2

; the application of Theorem 2 and Lemma 5 ensures that, a.s. on
 (z),
1
sn
nX
k=0
kv(k)kZk − zkk Zn − zk=O
 
1
sn
"
nX
k=0
k
p
v(k)sk
# p
J (n) ln(ln n)
n
!
;
= o(1);
since the sequence 
1
sn
 
nX
k=0
k
p
v(k)sk
! p
J (n) ln(ln n)
n
!
varies regularly with exponent
−(1− ) +

1− + 
2
+ (1− )

+
1
2
(1 + − )− 1=

− 1
2

(1− )<0:
This concludes the proof of Corollary 1.
3.4. Proof of Lemma 1
3.4.1. Some preliminaries
Let  be an eigenvalue of H;  be the multiplicity of  as a zero of the minimal
polynomial of H; and F the kernel of (HT − I). We set =−Re() (>0 by
assumption). Let w2 F and J =HT − I .
For any s>0; esH
T
w=es [w+ sw1 +   + s−1w−1]; where the norm of wi=C: J iw
is bounded above by C:kwk. Thus, we have
wLn+1 =
nX
k=0
(e(sn−sk )H
T
w)kk+1
and
wLn+1 =
nX
k=0
e(sn−sk ) k [w + (sn − sk)w1 +   + (sn − sk)−1w−1]k+1;
i.e., with the notation w0 =w,
wLn+1 = esn 
−1X
p=0
"
nX
k=0
e−sk k(sn − sk)pwp k+1
#
: (20)
Let u be any vector, and set G(p)n+1 =
Pn
k=0 e
−sk k(sn − sk)puk+1:
To prove Lemma 1, we need an almost sure upper bound of G(p)n+1 for all integer
p>0.
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Note that G(0)k+1−G(0)k =esk ke−isk Im()uk+1; when p>1; G(p)n+1 can be rewritten as
G(p)n+1 =
nX
k=0
(sn − sk)p[G(0)k+1 − G(0)k ]
= (sn − s0)pG(0)0 +
nX
k=1
[(sn − sk−1)p − (sn − sk)p]G(0)k + (sn − sn)pG(0)n+1:
Since G(0)0 = 0 and p>1; it follows that
G(p)n+1 =
nX
k=1
[(sn − sk−1)p − (sn − sk)p]G(0)k
and
jG(p)n+1j6p
nX
k=1
k(sn − sk−1)p−1jG(0)k j: (21)
Thus, to establish an almost sure upper bound of G(p)n+1 for p>0; we rst prove an
almost sure upper bound of G(0)n+1 and then of G
(p)
n+1 for p>1.
Under the assumption >2=b, the almost sure upper bound of G(0)n+1 is proved by
applying the following adaptation of Stout’s law of the iterated logarithm (Stout, 1970)
(cf. Duo, 1990 or Duo-Senoussi-Touati, 1990).
Result 1. Let (n) be a sequence of real-valued martingale increments adapted to a
ltration F and such that, almost surely,
(i) lim supE(jn+1j2jFn)6c2;
(ii) 9; 0<<1 such that supn>0 E(jn+1j2(1+) jFn)<+1.
Let (n) be a real-valued sequence adapted to F. Denote
Mn+1 =
nX
k=0
kk+1 and n=
nX
k=0
2k
and assume that a.s. 1=+1 and
P
2(1+)n 
−(1+)
n <+1.
1. Then, almost surely,
lim sup[2n ln(ln n)]−1=2jMnj6c:
2. If we assume moreover that a.s. lim supE(jn+1j2 jFn)= c2 and jnj=
o(n(ln(ln n))−1=); then, almost surely,
lim sup[2n ln(ln n)]−1=2Mn=−lim inf [2n ln(ln n)]−1=2Mn= c:
Note that part 1 of this result, applied to real and purely imaginary parts, is still true
if (n) and (n) are two sequences of complex numbers.
Under the assumption 62=b, the almost sure upper bound of G (0)n+1 is proved by
applying the following result of Wei (1985; 1987).
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Result 2. Let (n) be a sequence of martingale increments adapted to a ltration F
such that, for a constant b>2; supn>0 E(jn+1jb jFn)<+1. Let (n) be a sequence
adapted to F and 2n =
Pn
k=0 jk j2. Then, for any >1=b,
nX
k=0
kk+1 =O(n(ln n)) a.s.
The proof of Lemma 1 is now organized as follows: properties (10) and (11) are
proved in Section 3.4.2 and property (12) in Section 3.4.3.
3.4.2. Proof of Eqs. (10) and (11) (>2=b)
To apply result 1, we set k =e−skk ; Tk =esk k and n=
Pn
k=0 e
2sk 2k .
When the gains are of type (1; ),
n 2e20c
nX
k=0
k 20−2s 
2e20cn20−2s+1
20 − 2s+ 1
with =2s− 1 (c being a positive constant), thus n [0=(20 − )][v(n)]−1e2sn .
When the gains are of type (; ); n can be written as n=
Pn
k=0 ke
2sk =v(k), and
applying Lemma 4, n (1=2)[v(n)]−1e2sn .
Let 2 ]0; 1[ be chosen such that 2(1 + )6b and, if the gains are of type (; ),
such that 1=<1 + 6b=2. Then, we have, in both cases,X
T 2(1+)n 
−(1+)
n C
X
[v(n)2n ]
1+=C
X
1+n <+1;
and we can apply Result 1.
If the gains are of type (1; ), then we get
lim sup
p
v(n)jG (0)n+1jp
ln(sn)esn
6
s
20uCu
20 −  a.s.
and if the gains are of type (; ), then we get
lim sup
p
v(n)jG (0)n+1jp
ln(sn)esn
6
r
2uCu
2
a.s.
In both cases, we deduce that
lim sup
p
v(n)jG (0)n+1jp
ln(sn)esn
6
s
uCu
−  a.s. (22)
When p>1, we have in view of Eqs. (21) and (22),p
v(n)jG (p)n+1jp
ln(sn)esn
6p
p
v(n)p
ln(sn)esn
"
nX
k=1
k(sn − sk−1)p−1
p
ln(sk−1)p
v(k − 1)e
sk−1

s
uCu
−  (1 + ak)
35;
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where (ak) is a sequence of positive real numbers such that (ak)! 0 a.s. For any >0,
we can rewrite the previous inequality asp
v(n)jG (p)n+1jp
ln(sn)esn
6p
s
uCu
− 
p
v(n)
"
nX
k=1
k [(sn − sk−1)p−1e−(sn−sk−1)]
e
−(1−)(sn−sk−1)p
v(k − 1) (1 + ak)
#
:
Denoting by Mp; the upper bound of the function t 7! tp−1e−t on R+, we deduce
that p
v(n)jG (p)n+1jp
ln(sn)esn
6pMp; 
s
uCu
− 
p
v(n)e−(1−)sn
"
nX
k=1
k
e(1−)sk−1p
v(k − 1)(1 + ak)
#
: (23)
The study of the term"
nX
k=1
k
e(1−)sk−1p
v(k − 1)(1 + ak)
#
is slightly dierent according to the considered type of gains.
Gains of type (1; ). By assumption 0>L0>=2; let us choose >0 such that
L0(1− )>=2. Then we have
nX
k=1
k
e(1−)sk−1p
v(k − 1)(1 + ak)
nX
k=1
0e(1−)0cp
0=2
k−1−=2+(1−)0 a.s.
nX
k=1
k
e(1−)sk−1p
v(k − 1)(1 + ak)
0e(1−)0cn−=2+(1−)0p
0=2[−=2 + (1− )0]
a.s.
nX
k=1
k
e(1−)sk−1p
v(k − 1)(1 + ak)
0
−=2 + (1− )0 [v(n)]
−1=2e(1−)sn a.s.
In view of Eq. (23), we deduce that
lim sup
p
v(n)jG (p)n+1jp
ln(sn)esn
6
pMp; 
−=2 + (1− )0
s
uCu
−  a.s.
Gains of type (; ): Applying Lemma 4, we obtain
nX
k=1
k
e(1−)sk−1p
v(k − 1)(1 + ak)
1
(1− ) [v(n)]
−1=2e(1−)sn a.s.
Thus, in view of Eq. (23),
lim sup
p
v(n)jG (p)n+1jp
ln(sn)esn
6
pMp; 
(1− )
s
uCu
−  a.s.
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In both cases, we deduce that
lim sup
p
v(n)jG (p)n+1jp
ln(sn)esn
6p a.s.
where
p=
pMp; 
(1− )− 
s
uCu
− 
is a deterministic constant.
Let us now prove inequality (10).
In view of Eq. (20),
wLn+1 = esn
−1X
p=0
"
nX
k=0
e−skk(sn − sk)pwp k+1
#
;
lim sup
p
v(n)jwLn+1jp
ln(sn)
6
−1X
p=0
lim sup
p
v(n)jPnk=0 e−skk(sn − sk)pwp k+1jp
ln(sn)esn
:
According to the previous upper bounds of (G (p)n+1); p>0, there exists a constant w
independent of the trajectory such that, almost surely,
lim sup
p
v(n)jwLn+1jp
ln(sn)
6w:
Thus,
lim sup
p
v(n)kLn+1kp
ln(sn)
6 a.s.
and Eq. (10) is proved.
Let us now assume that w2Rd is an eigenvector of HT. Then =1 and
wLn+1 = esn
nX
k=0
e−skkwk+1:
Since the sequence (wLn) satises the assumptions of Result 1 with
lim supE(jwn+1j2 jFn)=wCw, we deduce that, almost surely,
lim sup
p
v(n)
Pn
k=0 e
−skkwk+1p
ln(sn)esn
=− lim inf
p
v(n)
Pn
k=0 e
−skkwk+1p
ln(sn)esn
=
s
wCw
−  :
Moreover, since  is the solution of the Lyapunov equation (7), we have
wCw=−w[(H + I)+ (HT + I)]w
=−[(−+ )ww + w(−+ )w]
= 2(− )ww
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and, thus,
lim sup
p
v(n)wLn+1p
ln(sn)
=−lim inf
p
v(n)wLn+1p
ln(sn)
=
p
2ww a.s.
which proves Eq. (11).
Remark. Assume that HT is diagonalizable. Let (w1; : : : ; wd) be a basis made of
Rd-valued eigenvectors of HT and P be the matrix whose ith column is wi. Applying
Eq. (11),
lim sup
v(n)j hwi; Ln+1i j2
ln(sn)
= 2wi wi a.s.
But hwi; Ln+1i is the ith coordinate of the vector PLn+1 and wi wi is the ith diagonal
term of PP, thus
lim sup
v(n)kPLn+1k2
ln(sn)
62tr(PP) a.s.
or
lim sup
s
v(n)
ln(sn)
kLnk6k(P)−1k
p
2tr(PP) a.s.
So, when HT is diagonalizable, = k(P)−1k
p
2tr(PP).
3.4.3. Proof of inequality (12) (62=b)
Let k =e−skk ; we have
nX
k=0
jk j2 =
nX
k=0
e2sk 2k6C:e
2sn [v(n)]−1:
Applying Result 2, it follows that for all  such that >1=b,
jG (0)n+1j=O([v(n)]−1=2esn [ln([v(n)]−1=2esn)]) a.s.;
i.e. 8>1=b,
jG (0)n+1j=O([v(n)]−1=2esnsn) a.s. (24)
Now, in view of Eqs. (21) and (24), we have almost surely,p
v(n)
sn
e−sn jG (p)n+1j=O
"p
v(n)
nX
k=1
k(sn − sk−1)p−1 e
(sn−sk−1)p
v(k − 1)
#
=O(1):
We deduce that jG (p)n+1j = O([v(n)]−1=2esnsn) almost surely, which completes the proof
of Eq. (12).
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3.5. Proof of Lemma 2
Set Vn+1 = v(n)Ln+1LTn+1. We have
Vn+1 = v(n)esnH (Mn+1 −Mn) (Mn+1 −Mn)TesnHT − v(n)esnHMnMTn esnH
T
+ v(n)esnH [Mn+1MTn +MnM
T
n+1]e
snHT :
But Mn+1 −Mn=e−snHnn+1, thus
Vn+1 = v(n)2nn+1
T
n+1 + v(n)e
snHMnMTn e
snHT
+ v(n)esnH [(Mn+1 −Mn)MTn +Mn(Mn+1 −Mn)T]esnH
T
:
Vn+1 = nn+1Tn+1 + v(n)e
snHMnMTn e
snHT + D(n) + D(n)T;
where D(n)= v(n)esnH (Mn+1 −Mn)MTn esnH
T
.
Now, since v0 varies regularly with exponent 1− >0;
v(n)
v(n− 1)

=1 +

n
+ o

1
n

:
Thus
v(n)
v(n− 1)

=1 +

0
n + o(n)
if the gains are of type (1; ) and
v(n)
v(n− 1)
1=2
=1 + o(n)
if the gains are of type (; ). Therefore, in both cases, we have
v(n)
v(n− 1)

=1 + 2n + o(n): (25)
Writing
v(n)esnHMnMTn e
snHT =
v(n)
v(n− 1)v(n− 1)e
nH esn−1HMnMTn e
sn−1HTenH
T
we deduce that
v(n)esnHMnMTn e
snHT  (1 + 2n)v(n− 1)(I + nH)esn−1HMnMTn esn−1H
T
(I + nHT)
v(n)esnHMnMTn e
snHT Vn + n(H + I)Vn + nVn(HT + I):
Consequently,
Vn+1Vn + nn+1Tn+1 + (D(n) + D(n)T) + n(H + I)Vn + nVn(HT + I)
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and
Vn+1 
nX
k=1
kk+1Tk+1 +
nX
k=1
(D(k) + D(k)T) +
nX
k=1
k(H + I)Vk
+
nX
k=1
kVk(HT + I): (26)
Set u2Rd. In view of Chow’s theorem and since P (ns−1n )b=2<1, the martin-
gale
Pn
k=1(ks
−1
k [u
Tk+1Tk+1u− uTCku]) converges a.s. By application of Kronecker’s
lemma, it follows that
lim
n!1
"
1
sn
nX
k=1
k(uTk+1Tk+1u− uTCku)
#
=0 a:s:
and thus, in view of part (ii) of assumption (A3),
lim
n!1
"
1
sn
nX
k=1
kuTk+1Tk+1u
#
= uTCu a:s:
We deduce that
lim
n!1
"
1
sn
nX
k=1
kk+1Tk+1
#
=C a:s: (27)
In view of Eq. (12) and since b>2, there exists  such that 2=b<2<1 and
kLnk2 =O([v(n)]−1s2n ) a.s. Therefore,
lim
n!1

Vn
sn

= lim
n!1

v(n− 1)LnLTn
sn

=0 a:s: (28)
Set
Kn+1 =
nX
k=1
D(k)=
nX
k=1
v(k)kk+1LTk :
(Kn) is a square-integrable martingale and its increasing process is
hKin+1 =
nX
k=1
kv(k)E[k+1LTk Lk
T
k+1jFk ]:
Consequently,
tr(hKin+1)6C
nX
k=1
kv(k)kLkk2;
and, according to Lemma 1, 8>1=b,
tr(hKin+1)=O
 
nX
k=1
ks2k
!
:
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Applying a strong law of large numbers for square-integrable martingales (see, for
instance, Duo, 1990), 8c>0,
kKnk2 = o(tr(hKin+1)[ln(tr(hKin+1))]1+c) a:s:
Therefore, 8>1=b and 8c>0,
kKnk2 = o
0@" nX
k=1
ks2k
#"
ln
 
nX
k=1
ks2k
!#1+c1A a:s:
If the gains are of type (1; ), we have
Pn
k=1 ks
2
k 6C(ln n)
1+2 and
kKnk
sn
6C(ln n)−1=2+[ln(ln n)]1+c a:s:
If the gains are of type (; ), the function s 7! (s)[G(s)]2 varies regularly with ex-
ponent −+2(1−). Thus the sequence (Pnk=1 ks2k ) varies regularly with exponent
(1 + 2)(1− ) and
kKnk
sn
6n(1−)(−
1
2+)L(n) a:s:
with 1− >0.
In both cases, we choose  such that 1=b<< 12 and we deduce that
lim
n!1
Kn
sn
=0 a:s: (29)
According to Eqs. (26){(29), we have
lim
n!1
 
(H + I)
"
1
sn
nX
k=1
kVk
#
+
"
1
sn
nX
k=1
kVk
#
(HT + I)
!
=−C a:s:
Thus, the sequence ((1=sn)
Pn
k=1 kVk) is almost surely bounded and any closure point
A is solution of the Lyapunov equation
(H + I)A+ A(HT + I)=−C:
Since  is the solution of Eq. (7), it follows that A=. Finally, we deduce that
lim
n!1
"
1
sn
nX
k=1
kVk
#
= a:s:
which concludes the proof of Lemma 2.
3.6. Proof of Lemma 3
According to assumption (A1) on the regularity of h on a neighbourhood of z and
to assumption (A3) on (rn), we can write
Zn+1 − z=(I + nH)(Zn − z) + nrn+1 + nn+1:
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Let n=Ln − (Zn − z); since Ln+1 = nn+1 + enHLn= nn+1 + [I + nH +O(2n)]Ln,
we obtain
n+1 = (I + nH)n + n[O(n)Ln + rn+1]:
Set A such that

20
<A<L if the gains are of type (1; );
0<A<L if the gains are of type (; ):
The matrix H being stable, there exists a norm kk such that, for n large enough,
kn+1k6(1− An)knk+ n[O(n)kLnk+ krn+1k]:
Since [O(n)kLnk+ krn+1k]! 0 a.s. on  (z); (n)! 0 almost surely on  (z) (this
is a consequence of a classical stabilization lemma; see, for instance, Duo, 1996).
Noting that
krn+1k=O[kr(1)n+1k+ kZn − zka] =O[kLnka + knka + kr(1)n+1k];
we have
kn+1k=(1− An)knk+ nO[nkLnk+ knka + kLnka + kr(1)n+1k]:
Set B such that A<B<L; since a>1, we get for n large enough, a.s. on  (z),
kn+1k6 (1− Bn)knk+ nO[nkLnk+ kLnka + kr(1)n+1k]:
We deduce that, a.s. on  (z); knk=O(max(e−Bsn ; (n))), with
(n)= e−Bsn
nX
j=1
jeBsj [jkLjk+ kLjka + kr(1)j+1k]:
It is easy to see that e−Bsn =O(n−B0 ) with B0>=2 for the gains of type (1; )
and e−Bsn =O(e−Bn
1−=(1−)) for the gains of type (; ). Thus, we just have to estab-
lish almost sure upper bounds of (n) to prove Lemma 3. We consider three cases,
according to the type of gains.
Gains of type (1; ): In view of Eq. (10), we have, almost surely,
(n) = O
0@e−Bsn nX
j=1
jeBsj
"
j
p
ln (sj)p
v(j)
+

ln (sj)
v(j)
a=2
+ kr(1)j+1k
#1A
=O
0@n−B0 nX
j=1
[j−2+B0−=2
p
ln j + j−1+B0−=2(ln j)a=2 + j−1+B0kr(1)j+1k]
1A
=O
0@n−B0
24(ln n)1+a=2 + n−1+B0−=2pln n+ nB0−=2(ln n)a=2
+
nX
j=1
j−1+B0kr(1)j+1k
351A :
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Since
Pn
j=1 j
−1+B0kr(1)j+1k=O(
Pn
j=1 j
−1+B0−=2)=O(ln n+ nB0−=2) a.s., we have
(n)=O(n−B0 (ln n)1+a=2 + n−1−=2
p
ln n+ n−=2(ln n)a=2 + [v(n)]−1=2) a:s:
However B0>=2 and a>1; thus we get (n)=O([v(n)]−1=2) a.s., which implies
Eq. (13).
Under the additional assumption (A4), we have
Pn
j=1 j
−1+B0kr(1)j+1k=O(
Pn
j=1
j−1+B0−)=O(ln n+ nB0−) a.s. and
(n)=O(n−B0 (ln n)1+a=2 + n−1−=2
p
ln n+ n−a=2(ln n)a=2 + n−) a:s:
Since B0>=2; a>1 and >=2 , there exists >0 such that (n)=O([v(n)]−1=2n−)
a.s., which implies Eq. (14).
Gains of type (; ); 2=b<<1: In view of Eq. (10), we have
(n)=O
0@e−Bsn nX
j=1
jeBsj
"
j
p
ln (sj)p
v(j)
+

ln (sj)
v(j)
a=2
+
1p
v(j)
#1A a:s:
and, applying Lemma 4,
(n)=O(n[v(n)]−1=2
p
ln (sn) + [v(n)]−a=2[ln (sn)]a=2 + [v(n)]−1=2) a:s:
Since the sequences (n[v(n)]−1=2
p
ln (sn)) and ([v(n)]−a=2[ln (sn)]a=2) vary regularly
with exponent (−−=2) and (−a=2), respectively, where >0 and a>1, we deduce
that (n)=O([v(n)]−1=2) a.s., and Eq. (15) follows.
Under the additional assumption (A4), we have
(n)=O
0@e−Bsn nX
j=1
jeBsj
"
j
p
ln (sj)p
v(j)
+

ln (sj)
v(j)
a=2
+
1
j
#1A a:s:
and, applying Lemma 4,
(n)=O(n[v(n)]−1=2
p
ln (sn) + [v(n)]−a=2[ln (sn)]a=2 + n−) a:s:
which implies Eq. (16).
Gains of type (; ); 12<62=b: In view of Eq. (12), we have, for any  such that
>1=b,
(n)=O
0@e−Bsn nX
j=1
jeBsj
"
jsjp
v(j)
+
saj
[v(j)]a=2
+ u(j)
#1A a:s:
with u(j)= [v(j)]−1=2 and, when the additional assumption (A4) holds, u(j)= j−.
Applying Lemma 4, we deduce that, a.s. on  (z),
(n)=O((n[v(n)]−1=2sn + [v(n)]
−a=2san + u(n))) a:s:
which implies Eqs. (17) and (18).
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3.7. Proof of Lemma 4
Set f : s 7! (s) exp[G(s)]. Let us rst prove that f is an increasing function on
[s0;+1[; s0 large enough. We have f0(s)= [0(s)+2(s)] exp[G(s)]. Since  is a de-
creasing function and 0 varies regularly with exponent −−1; 0(s)=−s−−1L1(s); L1
being a positive, slowly varying function. Since 2 varies regularly with exponent
−2; 2(s)= s−2L2(s); L2 being also a positive, slowly varying function. It results
that
f0(s)= s−2L2(s)

1− s
−1L1(s)
L2(s)

exp[G(s)]:
But s 7! (s−1L1(s))=(L2(s)) varies regularly with exponent −1<0, thus (s−1L1(s))=
(L2(s))! 0 as s!1, and there exists s0 such that f is an increasing function on
[s0;+1[.
Let us at rst assume that t0 = 0 (t0 is dened in Lemma 4). We have, for x2 ]0; 1[
and n0>s0,
e−sn
b(n)
"
nX
k=0
kesk b(k)
#
6
e−snb(0)
b(n)
"
n0X
k=0
kesk +
<nx=X
k=n0+1
kesk
#
+
e−snb(<nx=)
b(n)
nX
k=<nx=+1
kesk ;
where <nx= denotes the integer part of nx. Since  is decreasing and since
P
k =+1,
we have snG(n) and, since (1)= 0, it follows that exp(sn) exp(G(n)+c), where
c is a positive constant depending only on the function . Thus,
e−snb(0)
b(n)
"
n0X
k=0
kesk
#
e
−G(n)b(0)
b(n)
"
n0X
k=0
kesk
#
:
Since G varies regularly with exponent (1−)>0 and b varies regularly with exponent
(−),
e−G(n)b(0)
b(n)
"
n0X
k=0
kesk
#
! 0:
On the other hand,
e−snb(0)
b(n)
" <nx=X
k=n0+1
kesk
#
 e
−G(n)b(0)
b(n)
" <nx=X
k=n0+1
keG(k)
#
:
But s 7! (s) exp(G(s)) is an increasing function on [n0 + 1; <nx=], thus
<nx=X
k=n0+1
keG(k)6
Z <nx=+1
k=n0+1
(s)eG(s) ds6
eG(<nx=+1)

:
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We deduce that
e−G(n)b(0)
b(n)
" <nx=X
k=n0+1
keG(k)
#
6
e−[G(n)−G(<nx=+1)b(0)
b(n)
:
But
[G(n)− G(<nx= + 1)]>G(n)

1− G(nx + 1)
G(n)

;
with
G(nx + 1)
G(n)
! x1− as n!+1;
since G varies regularly with exponent (1−);  varying regularly with exponent (−).
Since 0<x<1, we have 1− x1−>0 and G(n)−G(<nx=+1)!+1 as n!+1. We
deduce that
e−[G(n)−G(<nx=+1)b(0)
b(n)
! 0;
and
e−G(n)b(0)
b(n)
" <nx=X
k=n0+1
keG(k)
#
! 0:
In the same way,
e−snb(<nx=)
b(n)
nX
k=<nx=+1
kesk  e
−G(n)b(<nx=)
b(n)
nX
k=<nx=+1
keG(k);
e−G(n)b(<nx=)
b(n)
nX
k=<nx=+1
keG(k)6
e−[G(n)−G(n+1)]b(<nx=)
b(n)
:
But, b varies regularly with exponent (−), thus b(nx)=b(n)! x− as n!+1.
Finally,
lim sup
e−sn
b(n)
"
nX
k=0
kesk b(k)
#
6
x−

;
for any x; 0<x<1. Consequently,
lim sup
e−sn
b(n)
"
nX
k=0
kesk b(k)
#
6
1

:
On the other hand, b being a decreasing function,
e−sn
b(n)
"
nX
k=0
kesk b(k)
#
> e−sn
"
nX
k=0
kesk
#
:
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But
e−sn
"
nX
k=0
kesk
#
 e−G(n)
"
nX
k=0
keG(k)
#
 e−G(n)
 Z n
0
(s)eG(s) ds

 1

thus
lim inf
e−sn
b(n)
"
nX
k=0
kesk b(k)
#
>
1

:
Finally,
e−sn
b(n)
"
nX
k=0
kesk b(k)
#
! 1

: (30)
Since G varies regularly with exponent 1−>0, we have e−sn =b(n)! 0 as n!+1,
and Eq. (30) is still true when t0>0.
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